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TESS  is a N ASA  Astrophysics Explorer  
mission  led and operated by  MIT  in  
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and managed  
by  NASA’s Goddard Space Flight  Center in  
Greenbelt, M aryland. Dr . Ge orge  Ricker  of  
MIT’s  Kavli Institute for Astrophysics and  
Space  Research  serves  as  principal  
investigator for the mission. Additional  
partners include Northrop Grumman,  
based in  Falls Church,  Virginia;  NASA’s 
Ames  Research  Center  in  California’s  
Silicon Valley; the Harvard-Smithsonian  
Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge,  
Massachusetts;  MIT’s  Lincoln  Laboratory  in  
Lexington,  Massachusetts;  and the Space 
Telescope S cience I nstitute i n Baltimore.  
More than  a dozen  universities,  research  
institutes and observatories worldwide  
are participants  in  the mission. 
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Survey Satellite Observation Sector 30/31 

Orbits 67 & 68 
Sept 22 – Oct 21 

79 confirmed planets 
2330 planet candidates 

Last update: Oct 14, 2020 

348 publications  submitted,  285 peer-reviewed 
(51%  exoplanets,  49%  astrophysics) 



South  Ecliptic  Pole View,  Year 1   (Sectors 1-13) North  Ecliptic  Pole  View,  Year 1  (Sectors  14-26) 

Prime  Mission  Montage 



Prime  Mission  Montage 

R.  Vanderspek (MIT) 



COVID-19  related  shutdowns hit right in    the middle of Sector 22,   
Since then… 

• 9+ Sectors have com pleted  successfully,  during m ostly-mandatory telework 

• Operations teams (POC, SPOC, TSO, MAST) an d  science/mission  support 
teams (SSMO,  NGSS,  TFOP,  NExScI,  GI O ffice) still   hunkered down and 
working sm oothly 

• Zoom, WebEx, MicroSoft Teams working well for  communication 

• Team has done a remarkable job responding f lexibly to ch allenges such  as 
minimal on-site su pport  staff,  ground-based  observatory shutdowns and 
changing from in -person  activities to th e vir tual en vironment 



TESS  Launch  Anniversary  Zoom  Party  April  18, 2020  



TESS  Planet  Discovery:  LHS  3844b  
     

      
TESS Discovery of an Ultra-short-period Planet around the 
Nearby M Dwarf LHS 3844, ApJL, Vanderspek et al., 2019 

     
  

Absence of a Thick Atmosphere on the Terrestrial 
Exoplanet LHS 3844b, Nature, Kreidberg et al., 

2019 

“LHS  3844b,  a  1.3-Earth-radii  terrestrial  world  in  an  11-hour  orbit   around  the small nearby star LHS 3844, very likely has little 
to no atmosphere and could be covered in the same cooled volcanic material that comprises   the  dark  lunar  regions known  
as  mare,  according  to  new  research.” 10

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1497-4
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/aafb7a


TESS  Planet  Discovery:  TOI  700 

TOI 700, a red dwarf star 101.4 light-years  away 
in  the Dorado  constellation.  The exoplanet TOI-

700d is the first Earth-sized  exoplanet  in the 
habitable  zone  discovered  by  the  Transiting 

Exoplanet  Survey  Satellite.  (2020) 

Gilbert  et  al,  Rodriguez  et  al.,  Suissa et  al.,  2020  

“We  find that TOI-700 d  is  a  strong  candidate f or a  habitable wo rld 
and can  potentially  maintain  temperate  surface  conditions  under  a 

wide v ariety  of  atmospheric c ompositions.  Unfortunately,  the 
spectral feature depths from the resulting transmission spectra and 
the  peak  flux  and  variations  from  our  synthesized  phase  curves  for 

TOI-700 d  do  not  exceed  10 ppm. 
This  will  likely  prohibit  the J ames  Webb  Space T elescope (J WST) 

from  characterizing  its  atmosphere; …” 11 



A New  Planet o n t he L ower Edge o f the H ot  
Neptune  Desert:  TOI-824 b 

 

 

 

  

planets with well-studied atmospheres 

hot Neptunes 

Hot Neptune Desert 

new planet 

Burt et al., 2020 

The  “hot  Neptune de sert”  refers  to the  
dearth of  planets  the s ize a nd mass  of  
Neptune o n periods  shorter t han 4  days 

TOI-824 b  has  a precise  mass  and  likely  a 
cloud-free  atmosphere, making  it  a  
promising  target  for t he de tection of  
atmospheric escape 

“The  detectability  of TOI-824 b's a tmosphere  
from  both  ground  and  space  is  promising  
and could lead to  the  detailed 
characterization  of  the  most  irradiated, 
small  planet  at  the  edge  of  the  hot  Neptune  
desert  that  has retained its atmosphere  to  
date.”  Burt  et  al., 2020, AJ  160:153 



TESS:  more  than exoplanets! 

• asteroseismology 

Low-frequency gravity waves in blue 
supergiants revealed  by  high-precision  space 
photometry,  Nature  Astronomy,  Bowman et  

al.,  2019 
Discovery  and  Early  Evolution  of  ASASSN-19bt,  the  First 

TDE  Detected by  TESS, ApJ, Holoien et  al .,  2019 
13 



From detection to validation- people power 

Immediately  after each  sector’s  data  is  processed: 

TOI  Steering  Committee  turns  “threshold  crossing  events” into  TESS  Objects  of  Interest  (TOIs)  

Funded  TESS  Follow-up  Observing Program (TFOP) takes  TOIs,  prioritizes them  according to 5 separate  subgroups, 
organizes observations 

14 



     TESS Follow-Up Observing Program (TFOP) – graphic credit Sam Quinn (SAO) 



TESS Fol low-Up Observing Program (TFOP) – graphic  credit  Sam Qu inn  (SAO) 



     TESS Follow-Up Observing Program (TFOP) – graphic credit Sam Quinn (SAO) 

As of  10/01, 36 mass measurements of  TESS  planets smaller  than 
4 R e  in t he  public  domain (27 in p   apers accepted  to  peer  reviewed 
journals, + 9 in sub   mitted  papers posted  on  arXiv). D ozens more  in  
preparation. 



       
            

         

     TESS Follow-Up Observing Program (TFOP) – graphic credit Sam Quinn (SAO) 

As of 10/01, 36 mass measurements of TESS planets smaller than
4 Re in the public domain (27 in papers accepted to peer reviewed
journals, + 9 in submitted papers posted on arXiv). Dozens more in 
preparation. 

…despite  many months of f ollow-up l ost  to  COVID-19  closures (with  most  northern  PRV 
facilities closing  for  at  least  a  couple  months and  all  southern  PRV  facilities -- HARPS,  
ESPRESSO,  PFS  -- still c losed a nd j ust  now  starting  to  reopen)… 



 Includes PlanetHunters 



Slide from George Ricker Sci Team Update (MIT) 



Slide from George Ricker Sci Team Update (MIT) 









Plan f or C ycle 4 (1  5 m onths) nearly finalized 

 
 

 
 

Don’t Tweet! Not Quite Confirmed! 



Slide from George Ricker Sci Team Update (MIT) 



Data  processing, documentation and archiving 
TESS data processed at SPOC/ARC, including  multi-sector  runs,  reviewed  with MIT/POC 

and  delivered  to  MAST  @STScI, ahead of schedule 

28 



MAST data archive 



MAST data archive 

Data  download  volume  and  unique  PI  addresses  imply  many  groups  accessing  the  10-min FFI s, 
2-min and   20-s light  curves as soon  as available. 

Plots  from  S.  Mullally (STScI/MAST) 



MAST  Hosts  TESS High Level  Science P roducts 
Example- CDIPS. Ot hers  available. M ore co ming  soon! 

           
      

  

       

Figure 16. from Cluster Difference Imaging Photometric Survey. I. Light Curves of 
Stars in Open Clusters from TESS Sectors 6 and 7
2019 APJS 245 13 doi:10.3847/1538-4365/ab4a7e

http://dx.doi.org/10.3847/1538-4365/ab4a7e 
© 2019. The American Astronomical Society. All rights reserved. 

Slide from S. Fleming (STScI/MAST) 



TESS GI  Program 



TESS P ublications  Update ( October 2020) 
We tr ack T ESS  publications
348 publications,  of  which  285 are peer-reviewed 

Slide from K. Colón (NASA Goddard) 



GI Program-Prime M ission 
submissions 



TESS Cycl e 3 G  I  Program 
• Cycle  3 sp ans the  first  year  of  the  Extended  Mission (S ectors 27-39 i.e. July 4, 2020 -    June 24, 

2021) 

• Pointings cover  the  Southern E cliptic  hemisphere 

• New 20-second  cadence  mode  with ~600 t  arget  slots available  to  the  community per  sector 

• An 8x   increase  in t he  number  of  2-minute  cadence  targets available  to  the  GI p rogram w ith 
>12,000 t arget  slots per  sector 

• FFI cad ence  reduced  from 30 minut  es to  10  minutes 

The  TESS  Cycle  3 p eer  review  transitioned  from in- person t o  a  fully virtual r eview  with just   weeks to 
replan, and   we  are  indebted  to  the  NASA  and  NRESS  support  staff  as well as  all of our  reviewers 
across multiple  time  zones and  locations for  their  flexibility and  resiliency for  making  this a  smooth 
transition. 

https://tess.mit.edu/observations/ 

https://tess.mit.edu/observations/


GI  Program-Extended  Mission 



TESS Cycl e 3 G  I  Program 
• >$3M a warded  in to tal to   US  investigators for sc ience p rograms that  will 

analyze 1 0-minute ( FFI),  2-minute,  or 2 0-second  cadence d ata o r fo r g round-
based  observing  programs that  will su pport  the  interpretation of TESS  data. 
PSD  funded  a  highly-ranked  solar syste m  key project. 

• Selected  programs include: 

‣ Large a nd  Small p rograms for a nalysis of  FFI,  2-minute,  and/or 2 0-second 
cadence data 

‣ Key Projects (which h ave a ma  ximum  duration o f  27 mo nths)  

‣ Ground-based  observing  programs 

‣ Joint  TESS-Swift  programs 

‣ Joint  HST-TESS  program  (through H ST  Cycle 2 8) 
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/tess/approved-programs.html 

Slide from K. Colón (NASA Goddard) 

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/tess/approved-programs.html


     
     

  

Adding more TESS tutorials and working
to make sure lightkurve is compatible with

20-second cadence data 

Slide from K. Colón (NASA Goddard) https://docs.lightkurve.org/ 

https://docs.lightkurve.org/


TESS Cycle 4 G I  Program 
• Proposal d eadline a nticipated  to  be th e we ek after A AS  in Ja nuary 2021 wi th 

the c all c oming  out in late October 2020 

• Cycle 4 o  bservations expected  to  start  in Ju ne 2 021 a nd  to  span 1 6 sectors 

• Pointings will  cover th e N orthern Ec liptic h emisphere a nd  part  of  the Ec liptic 
plane (including  revisits of  K2 C ampaign F OVs) 

• Proposals for 2 -minute a nd  20-second  cadence ta rgets and  for fu nding  to 
support  the a nalysis of  new  2-minute,  20-second,  and  FFI  data wi ll b e so licited 

• Ground-based  focused  programs that  support  the a nalysis of  TESS  data wi ll 
be so licited  

• Joint  programs with S wift  will b e so licited  (for u p  to  100 ks  of Swift time) 

• Joint  programs with H ST  will  be  solicited  (through th e H ST  Cycle 2 9 c all) 

• Joint  programs with  Fermi  will  be  solicited  (through th e F ermi C ycle 1 4 c all) 

Slide from K. Colón (NASA Goddard) 



Changes  from  Cycle 3  

• Proposals will b e d ual-anonymous 

• Total fu nding  awarded  will b e i ncreased  compared  to  previous cycles since 
Cycle 4 (  16 sectors)  is longer th an p revious cycles (13 se ctors each) 

• Soliciting short  ”mini” proposals for sma ll n umbers of  targets (and  no  funding) 

• Joint  programs with F ermi a re e xpected  to  be so licited  (through th e F ermi c all) 

• Key Project  proposals will n ot  be so licited (since C ycle 4 i  s end  of  EM1) 

Slide from K. Colón (NASA Goddard) 



TESS  Citizen  Science 

  Planet Hunters TESS 



Summary 

• TESS  Prime  Mission  completed  in  July with  all syst ems operating  well,  meeting  or  exceeding 
requirements 

• All sci ence  data  collected;  all science data processed  and  delivered  to MAST archive with no
proprietary period,  ahead  of  schedule 

• TESS  data  holdings at  MAST  remain  popular  with  the  science  community 

• GI  Program co ntinues to  be  very popular  in  areas from so lar  system t o  extragalactic objects 

• Extended  Mission  now w ell u nderway.  New d ata  modes working  well 

• TESS key science  results receive  high  visibility in  online  news sites and  social m edia 

• Citizen  science  projects well u nderway and  engaging  broad  community 

• All sp acecraft  and  ground  systems remain  healthy,  and  we  look  forward  to  many more  years of 
exciting  science  enabled  by TESS. 
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